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Abstract—In this paper, we propose BeeFlow – an in situ
analysis processing workflow management system across multiple
platforms using Docker containers. BeeFlow can support both
traditional workflows as well as workflows with in situ analysis.
BeeFlow leverages Docker containers to provide a portable,
flexible, and reproducible workflow management system across
HPC and cloud platforms. We showcase how current in situ vi-
sualization workflows can apply BeeFlow with DOE production
codes VPIC and Flecsale.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Modern scientific simulation and big data analytics work-
flows require sharing large amount of data between tasks. The
data are usually stored in filesystems by producer tasks and
later read out by consumer tasks. However, with increasing
demands of solving more complicated problems and pro-
cessing larger amounts of input data, sharing data between
tasks via filesystems is inefficient. For example, simulation-
analysis based workflow is one commonly used workflow
in scientific computing. It basically comprises two parts: (1)
simulation tasks, that are responsible for running simulations
and dumping simulation output data and (2) analysis tasks, that
are responsible for loading and analyzing simulation data, then
present results to end users (e.g., statistic results, visualization
images, etc.). In traditional simulation workflows (also known
as pure offline dependency workflows [1]), analysis tasks need
to wait for all simulation tasks to complete dumping all data
to filesystems before processing data. However, as simulation
problems become more complicated, the simulation data can
reach hundreds of terabytes to petabytes. Storing and loading
such large amounts of data on disks can significantly degrade
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overall performance of user’s workflows and cause heavy bur-
dens on filesystems. Recently, in situ analysis [1] was proposed
to allow analysis tasks to run with simulation tasks side by
side. It offers two benefits over traditional offline workflow:
First, as simulations progress, they can send the simulation
data to analysis tasks for real-time processing and output
results simultaneously. The data can be transferred via either
small-sized temporary or permanent data files on shared file
systems or network communication between processes, which
can greatly mitigate the heavy burdens on filesystems. Second,
in situ workflow enables users to identify potential problems
as the current simulations making processes, so that users
can reconfigure, adjust, and restart simulations immediately
to save time, get flexible real-time simulation control, or filter
out less relevant data as needed to save computing resources.
For instance, vector particle-in-call (VPIC) [2], [3], [4] and
Flecsale [5] are two Department of Energy (DOE) simulation
codes that are designed specifically for in situ workflow with
real-time visualization using ParaView, so that users can make
real-time decisions based on the simulation progress.

However, it is difficult to manually control the process of
launching and debugging large-scale workflows that consist of
hundreds of tasks with different kinds of dependency modes.
Many workflow management systems have been developed to
ease this complication by automating the launching process.
Among all workflow management systems [6], [7], [8], [9],
[10], to the best of our knowledge, none of them natively
support launching workflows with in situ dependencies be-
tween tasks. To launch workflow with in situ analysis, current
users need to manually launch each task and configure in situ
dataflow between tasks. In most of the cases, tasks with in
situ dependencies need to be launched in a time sensitive
manner simultaneously, causing considerable difficulties to



current users if some tasks require complicated launching
processes. The manual approach also costs users significant
time and effort while manually re-launching the whole or
partial workflow for debugging or reproducing experiments.

In this paper, we propose an in situ analysis enabled
workflow management system – BeeFlow. Specifically, the
main contributions of BeeFlow include:

• In situ support: BeeFlow supports in situ dependencies
between tasks in addition to traditional offline dependen-
cies. It allows users to define both in situ workflows [1]
and offline workflows;

• In situ dataflow and control design: BeeFlow is
designed to support most kinds of dataflow between
tasks in modern in situ workflows, including filesystem-
based sharing and network-based sharing. It also supports
backward simulation control from analysis tools;

• Container support: BeeFlow is built based on the
Build and Execution Environment (BEE) [11], a Docker
container supported universal execution framework. So,
BeeFlow uses Docker images for user application de-
velopment. This is especially beneficial when deploying
large-scale workflows on production systems because it
can save considerable time and effort for application con-
figurations and minimizes compatibility issues on target
systems. Also, BEE-atified HPC application containers
ensure BeeFlow can run on most production HPC and
cloud computing environments;

• Multiple platforms support: Benefiting from the virtu-
alized Docker environment, BeeFlow can be easily con-
figured to run on multiple platforms and easily switched
between HPC and cloud platforms (e.g., Amazon Web
Services (AWS)) when needed.

We conduct evaluations that show BeeFlow has usability
and performance similar to current scientific workflow man-
agement systems. We also showcase three scientific workflows
using BeeFlow. The three workflows cover both in situ and
offline workflows with two kinds of dataflow modes.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows: we intro-
duce backgrounds in section II and give formal dependency
definitions in section III. In section IV, we discuss the design
details of BeeFlow. Case study and evaluation are discussed
in section V. In section VI, we discuss other large scale
scientific workflow management tools and how BeeFlow
differs. Finally, we conclude in section VII.

II. BACKGROUNDS

A. BEE

BEE [11] is a Docker-based containerization environment
that enables HPC applications to run on both HPC and cloud
computing platforms. BEE provides a unified user interface
for automatic job launching and monitoring. BEE users only

need to wrap their application in a standard Docker image
and provide a simple BeeFile (job execution environment
description) to run on BEE. Since the same standard Docker
environment is provided across platforms, no user application
modification is necessary. In addition, BEE solves the security
constrain of HPC environment that cannot be addressed with
current Docker daemon. In this work, we build BeeFlow
based on BEE, so it naturally inherits all benefits of BEE.
This allows us to build a unified workflow management system
across multiple platforms.

B. In situ Analysis

In traditional scientific workflows, data are usually shared
via file systems between tasks. However, as we are aiming
to solve more complicated problems, workflow data can reach
hundreds of terabytes to petabytes. It can be inefficient to store
large amounts of data on disks for extended periods. One so-
lution to mitigate this problem is in situ analysis [1], allowing
data consuming tasks to run along with the data producing
tasks. As data producing tasks make progress, they can send
the intermediate data to data consuming tasks for real-time
processing and output results simultaneously. The data can be
transfered either via smaller temporary or permanent data files
on shared filesystems or via network communication between
processes. This type of workflow enables users to identify
potential problems during current simulations and further
reconfigure, adjust, and restart simulations to save time; get
flexible real-time simulation control; or filter out less relevant
data as needed to save computing resources. In order to launch
in situ workflows, current users need to manually launch each
task, which introduces much complications. However, none of
the current workflow management systems natively support in
situ workflows, therefore in this work, we propose to design
a workflow launcher with in situ analysis support.

III. DEPENDENCY DEFINITIONS

Before we discuss the design details of BeeFlow, we first
formally define two types of dependency that are supported in
BeeFlow. Although the offline dependency has been exten-
sively studied and supported in previous works [6], [7], [8],
[9], [10], we include a formal definition here for clarification
and comparison with in situ dependency.

A. Offline dependency

When we have two tasks A and B with B (offline) depend-
ing on A, then B can only be launched after A has finished
all its work. As shown in Fig. 1, logically a synchronization
point must to be placed between the finishing point of task A

and the starting point of task B to enforce this dependency.
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Task A has finished

Fig. 1: Example of offline dependency

B. In situ dependency

When we have two tasks A and B with B (in situ)
depending on A, then B can be launched only after A has
started. As shown in Fig. 2, logically a synchronization point
need to be placed in the beginning of task A to enforce this
dependency. The amount of time that task B needs to wait
after task A starts can be defined according to application
requirements.

Task A

Task B

Synchronize
Point

Task B starts only after 
Task A has started

Fig. 2: Example of in situ dependency

IV. DESIGN

Design of a scientific workflow management system usually
follows the five-layer functional architecture model [6], [7],
[8], [9], [10]. The five layers are:

• Presentation Layer: This layer is responsible for gath-
ering workflow information from the user and providing
configuration capabilities.

• User Services Layer: This layer is responsible for
providing functionality (i.e., monitoring workflow status,
etc.) to users.

• WEP Generation Layer: This layer is responsible for
generating the Workflow Execution Plan (WEP) based
on the workflow design provided by the user in the
presentation layer.

• WEP Execution Layer: This layer is responsible for
scheduling workflow tasks within the WEP.

• Infrastructure Layer: This layer is responsible for man-
aging underlaying infrastructures and executing workflow
tasks on them.
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Task A Task C
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B

In-situ 
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C

Fig. 3: Example of DAG with both offline and in situ depen-
dency

A. Presentation Layer

Traditional offline-based dependency relations are usually
represented using Directed Acyclic Graphs (DAGs). Tasks
are represented as vertices and dependencies between them
are represented as directed edges. We also choose DAG for
dependency representation in BeeFlow. To incorporate in situ
dependency into a DAG-based dependency representation, we
extend DAG to use two types of directed edges to represent
two types of dependencies: one for offline dependency (solid
edges) and another for in situ dependency (dashed edges).
We use a simplified example to show how the extended
DAG represents workflow with both kinds of dependencies.
In our example workflow, we have three different simulation
tasks: Task B, Task D, and Task E. One simulation’s
input depends on another, so they have to be executed in
order (i.e., offline dependency). Also, Task D and Task
E need additional input, which need to be per-processed
by Task A and Task C first (i.e., offline dependency).
Meanwhile, we also want to monitor the progress of each
simulation with in situ analysis tools. Task D also has two
separate in situ analysis tasks monitoring two different parts
of the output of Task D. Finally, we want to convert and
save the in situ analysis data for Task E after its in situ
analysis task (In-situ Analysis D) has finished. This
workflow mixes both traditional offline dependencies and in
situ dependencies. We can represent its dependencies using
our extended DAG as in Fig. 3. Solid edges represent offline
dependency and dashed edges represent in situ dependency.

DAGs are usually represented as a series of dependencies
in workflow configuration files, the input files of workflow
management tools. To represent both offline and in situ de-
pendencies, we add an additional flag to indicate which mode
is used. In our Beeflow management system, the description



file is defined using JSON format. For example, the DAG of
our example workflow is represented as follows:

{
” Task A” : {

” d e p e n d e n c y l i s t ” : [ ]
} ,
” Task B ” : {

” d e p e n d e n c y l i s t ” : [ ]
} ,
” Task C” :{

” d e p e n d e n c y l i s t ” : [ ]
} ,
” Task D” :{

” d e p e n d e n c y l i s t ” : [ ” Task A” , ” Task B” ] ,
” dependency mode ” : ” O f f l i n e ”

} ,
” Task E ” :{

” d e p e n d e n c y l i s t ” : [ ” Task C” , ” Task D” ] ,
” dependency mode ” : ” O f f l i n e ”

} ,
” In−s i t u A n a l y s i s A” :{

” d e p e n d e n c y l i s t ” : [ ” Task B” ] ,
” dependency mode ” : ” In−s i t u ”

} ,
” In−s i t u A n a l y s i s B” :{

” d e p e n d e n c y l i s t ” : [ ” Task D” ] ,
” dependency mode ” : ” In−s i t u ”

} ,
” In−s i t u A n a l y s i s C” :{

” d e p e n d e n c y l i s t ” : [ ” Task D” ] ,
” dependency mode ” : ” In−s i t u ”

} ,
” In−s i t u A n a l y s i s D” :{

” d e p e n d e n c y l i s t ” : [ ” Task E ” ] ,
” dependency mode ” : ” In−s i t u ”

} ,
” Conve r t and save d a t a ” :{

” d e p e n d e n c y l i s t ” : [ ” In−s i t u A n a l y s i s E ” ] ,
” dependency mode ” : ” O f f l i n e ”

}
}

B. User Services Layer

In this section, we discuss the design details of how we build
BeeFlow on top of BEE to provide workflow launching and
monitoring features for users.

When using the original BEE execution framework, users
first need to start the BEE Orchestration Controller
in the background. The orchestration controller is responsible
for handling task launching requests. To launch tasks, users
need to use the BEE launcher to send task launching re-
quests to the BEE Orchestration Controller. How-
ever, the original design only allows one task to be launched
at a time. To launch a multi-task workflow, users need to
manually launch each task and carefully handle complicated
dependencies between them.

To enable workflow launching features, we need to ex-
tend BEE to launch multiple tasks. The simplest and most
straightforward design is to modify the BEE launcher,
allowing it to group multiple task launching requests into
one. Since the BEE Orchestration Controller was
originally designed to handle one task at a time, tasks in a
multiple task launching request will still be handled one by
one, sequentially. So, it would significantly degrade launching
efficiency, especially for tasks that will pull large Docker
images. On the other hand, a more efficient way to enable
multiple task support is to handle multiple task launching
requests simultaneously, so they will not interfere or block
each other. Inspired by the commonly used web server design,
in which each client’s request is handled by an individual
thread, we modify BEE Orchestration Controller
to handle multiple task launching requests following similar
design principles.

The launching workflow of our extended BEE
Orchestration Controller is as follows: First,
when the BEE Orchestration Controller receives
task launching requests and related task information, instead
of starting the launching process immediately on the main
thread, the BEE Orchestration Controller now
creates several new BEE task threads and stores all related
task information to the thread object including status indicator
variables for querying their launching and execution progress
later. Then, BEE task threads are launched. The BEE
Orchestration Controller uses a hash table to store
all task threads with the task name as the key for locating
tasks quickly. At anytime, users can launch a separate
monitoring tool to keep track of the status of all the tasks
they are running. In addition, as we will discuss in later
sections, we install event-based listeners to each BEE task
thread to enforce task dependencies during task launching.
The overall framework of our extended BEE Orchestration
Controller is shown in Fig. 4. We create a special launcher,
BeeFlow Composer, dedicated for launching workflows
with multiple tasks.

C. WEP Generation Layer

The next step is to generate WEPs, which include all
task-related preparation before actual execution. Specifically,
besides creating BEE task threads as mentioned in the previous
section, we also need to provision each BEE task thread to
enforce the workflow logic specified by users while launching
tasks.

First, we need to get the task launching order from our
previously defined JSON formatted workflow dependency de-
scription file. For traditional pure offline dependency mode,
we can get the task launching order using Topology Sort from
a series of dependencies. To incorporate both offline and in
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Fig. 4: Extended BEE Orchestration Controller with multiple
task handling capabilities

situ dependency mode, we find that it is hard to use Topology
Sort, since in situ dependency mode allows both tasks to
be started at the same time and cannot be described as a
series of launching orders. Instead we propose to use primitive
synchronization elements in Python to enforce this kind of
mixed launching order. During the creation of each BEE task
thread, we create two Python event objects: one for sending
out signals when the task starts and another for sending out
signals when the task finishes. Other tasks can listen for these
signals to enforce dependencies.

Algorithm 1 shows the algorithm used to add Python event
objects for enforcing workflow logic. For each task in the
Beeflow workflow description file, we check if it is in some
other tasks’ dependency list. If so, the dependent task is set
to wait for the event signals from those tasks according to the
dependency type.

Algorithm 1 Beeflow launching logic

Require: Task List (TL)
1: for task in TL do
2: create two events: start event, end event;
3: for task2 in TL do
4: if task in task2.dependency list then
5: if task2.dependency mode == ”in situ” then
6: task2.add wait for (start event);
7: end if
8: if task2.dependency mode == ”offline” then
9: task2.add wait for (end event);

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: end for

Fig. 5 shows how Python event objects are added to our
previous workflow example to enforce launching orders. Each
rectangle represents a simplified launching source code of

each task. S∗ and E∗ represent event objects for starting and
ending the current task. The wait for function will block
the current task’s launching process until all of the events it
is waiting for have received signals. Notice Task A to Task
E are on the offline workflow, so each one of them needs to
wait for the end signal sent from certain tasks. The four in situ
analysis processes are in in situ dependency mode, so they
wait for the start signals of corresponding simulation tasks.
Finally, Convert and save data in the end must wait
for the completion of In-situ Analysis D; so, it waits
for its end signal.
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Fig. 5: Example of applying events synchronization primitive
to enforce workflow logics

D. WEP Execution Layer

Once task threads are constructed and configured with
dependency enforcement event objects, they are ready for
launching. The launching is handled by BEE. Depending
on users’ configuration, workflow tasks can run on HPC
systems or AWS platforms. Since events objects are integrated
into each task, no modification is necessary to BEE to run
workflow-related tasks, and BEE is not aware of the depen-
dencies between tasks. So, BEE schedules BeeFlow tasks
the same as regular tasks (i.e., as if no dependencies exist)
and workflow dependencies can be enforced by each task.
This design simplifies the launching process and eliminates
overhead brings by task progress monitoring for dependencies
enforcement purposes as in other workflow tools.

E. Infrastructure Layer

1) Execution: Basically, each task is executed by BEE on
different platforms specified by users. To provide a unified
environment across platforms, BEE uses a Docker container
as it’s execution environment. On HPC platforms, BEE uses
its universal back-end BEE-VM to run Docker. On AWS, BEE
can directly use BOTO API to launch pre-built Docker-enabled
instances then run the user applications within the Docker
container.



2) DataFlow Design: In workflow, data are usually pro-
duced by some tasks and then consumed by other tasks. This
is the reason dependencies exist. For in situ analysis, the
analysis tools sometimes control the simulation processes. In
this section, we discuss the dataflow design in BeeFlow to
support these functionalities.

First, we design the traditional disk-based dataflow between
tasks in BeeFlow where one task writes output to files on disk
and another reads the files as input data. We assume file names
are predefined in both tasks in order to allow data sharing
between tasks, we need to make sure both tasks can access
the same working directory or a synchronized directory. In
BEE, the task applications run in Docker containers, and data
is mounted with two steps: (1) a shared local directory (on
HPC systems) or shared EFS (on AWS) is mounted to a pre-
configured directory in BEE-VM or BEE-AWS. (2) the pre-
configured directory is mounted into the working directory
in the Docker container. In order to share the same working
directory between two dependent tasks, we only need to ensure
that they are mounting the same local directory or EFS, which
can be configured before launch in BEE.

The second kind of dataflow is socket-based dataflow,
in which data is transfered between tasks using TCP/UDP
sockets. As a simulation task progresses, it sends out data
to in situ analysis tools for processing. Later, as shown in the
Flecsale workflow of our case study, as the simulation makes
progress and sends out data, users can employ local ParaView
clients to visualize simulation progression. Socket connections
can be easily established when user tasks are running on
bare metal systems. However, when using BEE, the execution
environment is isolated between tasks. Modification to the
network configuration of the two-layer virtulization is difficult.
So instead we propose to use the existing SSH connections to
establish tunnel connections between tasks, since it requires
minimum modification to BEE and avoids all complicated
configurations by users. Moreover, the tunnel connection not
only allows data transfer from simulation application to in situ
analysis tools, it also allows backward simulation control from
the in situ analysis tool (e.g., ParaView Catalyst [12], [13]).

V. CASE STUDY

In this section, we first introduce three commonly used
scientific workflows that vary from in situ workflow to offline
workflow. Then, we evaluate and compare several different
workflow launching approaches by trying to adopt the three
workflows.

A. Workflows in Case Study

1) VPIC: Vector Particle-In-Cell (VPIC) is a general pur-
pose particle-in-cell simulation code for modeling kinetic
plasmas in multiple spatial dimensions [2], [3], [4]. In our
customized VPIC workflow, we perform turbulence simulation
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Fig. 7: Flecsale workflow

using VPIC with in situ analysis using ParaView. ParaView
[12], [13] is an open-source, multi-platform data analysis
and visualization application. ParaView users can quickly
build visualizations to analyze their data using qualitative and
quantitative techniques. The ParaView tool in our workflow
has two parts: ParaView Server and ParaView Client. ParaView
Server runs on the same computing system as the scientific
application and is responsible for gathering and rendering visu-
alization data from VPIC. ParaView Client runs on the users’
local machines and is responsible for displaying visualized
scientific data by connecting with ParaView Server.

In our customized VPIC workflow, we use ParaView Server
to perform disk-based in situ analysis, then, via the network,
transfer visualized results to the local ParaView Client. The
overall workflow is shown in Fig. 6a. The abstracted DAG is
represented as Fig. 6b.

2) Flecsale: Flecsale [5] is another workflow similar to
the previous VPIC workflow. Flecsale is a computer software
package developed for studying problems that can be charac-
terized using continuum dynamics, such as fluid flow. In this
workflow, we build Flecsale with Catalyst so that it can enable
network-based in situ analysis with simulation control from
ParaView. The connection is established using the previously
mentioned SSH tunnel. The workflow is shown in Fig. 7a. We
construct the DAG for this Flecsale workflow as in Fig. 7b.

3) BLAST: In our third workflow evaluation, we choose
a traditional BLAST workflow for DNA sequence matching.
BLAST is a biological application aimed to find similarities
between biological sequences [14]. In the BLAST work-
flow, first a DNA splitter divides the large-sized input DNA



sequences into several partitions. Then, it launches several
BLAST workers to work on one partition each. Finally, when
all workers have done their job, a result collecting worker
gathers all the results from each worker and merges them into
one output file. The workflow is shown in Fig. 8a.

The dependencies in this workflow are all offline. The DNA
splitter has no depending task, so it can start as soon as we
start the workflow. All workers must wait for the splitter, so
this is an offline dependency. The result collector needs to
wait for all workers, so this is also an offline dependency.
All intermediate data are shared through files on disk, so all
dependencies are using disk-based sharing. The DAG of this
workflow is shown in Fig. 8b.
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Fig. 8: BLAST workflow

B. Evaluation Methodology

We evaluate BeeFlow by comparing it with a manual
launch approach and another container-based workflow tool
– MakeFlow [15]. The reason we compare BeeFlow with
MakeFlow instead of other workflow management tools is that
MakeFlow has the most similar functionalities to BeeFlow.
We use MakeFlow in the default way as shown in their official
use case examples [16]. We also compare to the manual
approach, because it is the only method, other than BeeFlow,
that we know can launch an in situ workflow. We focus
on evaluating three aspects: in situ analysis support, usage
complexity, and usage time cost.

The evaluation is conducted on our testbed cluster – Darwin.
It has a ‘Galton‘ node partition with KVM enabled. Each node
has two 8-core Intel Ivy Bridge E5-2650 v2 processors with
251 GB RAM. For the cloud system, we use Amazon Web
Services EC2. The results on AWS are similar to the HPC
system results, so we omit results of AWS due to page space
limit.

C. Evaluation Results

1) in situ Analysis Support: We first evaluate the in situ
analysis support of different workflow launching approaches.

TABLE I: Usage Complexity Comparison for VPIC, Flecsale
and BLAST Workflows

Approaches BeeFlow Manual MakeFlow
VPIC Workflow

Deploying Applications 6 88 N/A
Configuring Workflow 2 0 N/A
Launching Workflow 1 5 N/A

Flecsale Workflow
Deploying Applications 6 86 N/A
Configuring Workflow 2 0 N/A
Launching Workflow 1 5 N/A

BLAST Workflow
Deploying Applications 6 10 10
Configuring Workflow 3 0 m+2
Launching Workflow 1 m+2 1

Although MakeFlow is similar to BeeFlow, it does not
natively support in situ analysis. It only supports offline depen-
dency as specified in each line of its workflow description files.
The manual approach brings the freedom to support any kind
of dependencies, including in situ analysis. However, it also
costs users considerable time and effort to manually launch
each task following each dependency rule. BeeFlow natively
supports in situ analysis workflow as well as offline workflow.
Its automation feature minimizes the usage complexity and
time cost. Both BeeFlow and the manual approach can launch
VPIC, Flecsale, and BLAST workflows. MakeFlow, on the
other hand, only supports launching the BLAST workflow.

2) Usage Complexity: We then compare the usage com-
plexity of each approach. There are many aspects that affect
the usage complexity of an approach. The usage complexity
is affected by the total number of command lines that need
to be specified by users and the complexity of constructing/-
filling configurations files, the total number of configuration
sections that need to be configured. So, we define the Usage
Complexity as:

Usage Complexity = Number of Command Lines +

Number of Configuration Sections

We evaluate the usage complexity of several main opera-
tions:

• Deploying Applications: Only needed when applications
in the workflow are first used or are updated between
tests;

• Configuring Workflow: Only needed when workflow is
defined or updated;

• Launching workflow: Needs to be done for each test.
We first evaluate the usage complexity of lunching VPIC

workflow using BeeFlow and the manual approach. Table I
shows the usage complexity for launching the VPIC workflow
on Darwin. For deploying applications, among the three ap-
plications, only VPIC and ParaView Server need to be config-
ured. BeeFlow uses Docker for deployment, so it only needs



a few simple configurations in its job description files. The
manual approach, on the other hand, requires users to build and
configure applications from scratch, which introduces extra
complication and efforts. On Darwin, it requires 60 commands
to deploy ParaView Server and 28 commands to deploy VPIC.
For configuring workflows, BeeFlow requires two commands
for configuring its workflow description files. The manual
approach does not need any workflow configuration. Finally,
to launch the workflow, only one command is necessary for
BeeFlow. Five commands are needed to launch manually.

Second, we compare the usage complexity of launching the
Flecsale workflow using BeeFlow and the manual approach.
As shown in Table I, similar to VPIC workflow, BeeFlow
has much lower usage complexity than the manual approach
for deploying applications with little extra workflow configu-
rations.

Third, we compare the usage complexity of launching
BLAST workflow using different approaches. Depending on
the user’s configuration on the number of workers in this
workflow, the total number of tasks varies. Table I shows
the usage complexity to launch BLAST workflow on Dar-
win, in which m represents the number of workers. For
deploying the application, Docker-based BeeFlow has lower
usage complexity than the manual approach and MakeFlow
since they both need manual application deployment. The
manual approach does not need workflow configuration, while
MakeFlow needs m + 2 configuration lines (one for each
task). BeeFlow, on the other hand, features automation that
only needs one configuration for m worker, so it only needs
three total configurations. Finally, due to lack of automation,
the manual approach has the highest usage complexity when
launching the workflow.

3) Usage Time Cost: In this section, we evaluate the time
cost of launching each workflow using each approach. The
timing results are shown in Table II. We time the deploy-
ment of each task in the three workflows on Darwin and
the time cost for users to launch each workflow, including
wait time due to task dependencies. The results show, due
to the Docker container support, BeeFlow has the shortest
application deployment time. This is especially beneficial
if target applications require complex and time consuming
configurations. For example, the ParaView tool, used by both
VPIC and Flecsale workflows, requires at least 30 minutes
to build and takes even longer when configured with more
features enabled. On the other hand, BeeFlow only needs
several minutes to pull Docker images. Although MakeFlow
also supports Docker containers, the Docker daemon is usually
not supported in current production HPC software stacks,
including our testbed Darwin. So, we still need to manually
deploy each application when using MakeFlow.

To launch each workflow, both BeeFlow and MakeFlow

TABLE II: Time cost of launching VPIC, Flecsale and BLAST
Workflows

Approaches BeeFlow Manual MakeFlow
VPIC Workflow

Deploying Applications 2m25s 78m31s N/A
Launching Workflow 3s 34s N/A

Flecsale Workflow
Deploying Applications 2m5s 36m20s N/A

Launching Workflow 3s 1m5s N/A
BLAST Workflow (two workers)

Deploying Applications 40s 2m22s 2m22s
Launching Workflow 3s 4m44s 3s

feature automation, so only several seconds are needed to
initialize workflow tools and launch each workflow (users do
not need to wait). For the manual approach, users need to
wait for each task to become ready, and then launch the next
task. For example, in the VPIC workflow, users need to first
start the VPIC simulation manually, then wait for 34 seconds
before they can launch ParaView for in situ analysis. The lack
of automation can cost users extra time.

VI. RELATED WORK

In this section, we discuss and compare several commonly
used scientific workflow management systems. Those have
been intensively used by various fields, including biology,
computational engineering, astronomy, and climate modeling.
Most of them share similar five-layer functionality architec-
ture, so that they have similar features. However, each of them
still has some different designs and functionalities as discussed
in each of the following subsections.

A. Pegasus

Pegasus [8] is a commonly used scientific workflow man-
agement system that has been adopted in many scientific
research fields. Similar to BeeFlow, Pegasus features porta-
bility and stability on different infrastructures including HPC
and cloud platforms. It also features, data transfer support
across different execution partitions and fault-tolerance. On the
other hand, since BeeFlow aims to support in situ analysis,
either involving multiple application-specific file generation
or network/in-memory data transfer, we choose to let users
handle the file transfers between tasks or simply use our
shared storage or SSH tunnel options. As for fault tolerance,
many in situ analysis enabled scientific applications feature
in-application fault tolerance or checkpoint/restoration, so we
leave handling fault tolerance to the application. Moreover,
in the presentation layer Pegasus uses XML-format DAG for
user workflow input, on the other hand, BeeFlow uses JSON-
formatted configuration files, providing similar usability. Fi-
nally, in the user service layer, both Pegasus and BeeFlow
provide workflow status monitoring. However, Pegasus does



not support Docker images as user input, so potential software
compatibility issues need to be handled by Pegasus users.

B. Kepler

Kepler is a scientific workflow management system based
on the Kepler project [7], [17]. Like BeeFlow, Kepler can
also utilize both HPC and cloud computing resources. Kepler
also allows users to plug in different execution models into
the workflow. This feature can potentially support in situ
analysis dependencies. However, it requires intensive devel-
opment effort, and special dataflow in in situ workflow can be
hard to adopt. For the presentation layer, Kepler integrates a
graphical workbench as the user interface. Each task in Kepler
is called an actor, a highly reusable module for workflow
design. After designing the workflow, Kelper uses another
component named director to generate an executable workflow
then launches the workflow with either static or dynamic
scheduling [18], [19]. Kepler also implemented three kinds
of system level fault tolerance mechanisms.

C. Taverna

Taverna [20] is a scientific workflow management system
specifically designed for biological experiments. Like Kepler,
Taverna has a graphical user interface in the presentation
layer to help users design and input their workflow. This user
interface also serves as a monitor for workflow status. Taverna
can be installed on either users’ local machines or web servers
and can utilize both HPC and cloud computing resources.
However, Taverna does not have the flexibility to integrate
different execution models to support in situ workflows.

D. Chiron

Chiron [21] a data-intensive scientific workflow that exploits
a database approach. In its presentation layer, it allows users to
define workflows with an algebraic or SQL expression. Then
each expression will be converted into six basic operations:
Map, SplitMap, Reduce, Filter, SRQuery, and MRQuery. In the
user services layer, workflow monitoring and steering features
are provided. Like BeeFlow, Chiron can also utilize HPC
and cloud platforms. The cloud computing part is done by
Scicumulus [22], [23]. Similar to other workflow management
systems we discussed, Chiron does not support Docker con-
tainers, thus users need to handle compatibility issues. in situ
workflows are also not supported in Chiron.

VII. CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we first address the importance of the new
in-situ analysis workflows. Next, we proposed BeeFlow,
an in-situ analysis enabled workflow management system
across HPC and cloud platforms with Docker support. We
showed how we designed and optimized BeeFlow in the
five-layer functionality architecture and evaluated the usability

and performance. Moreover, we showcased three commonly
used scientific workflows on BeeFlow. Finally, we compared
BeeFlow with current existing workflow systems in multiple
aspects and show that BeeFlow can be easily adopted to
launch modern in-situ workflows in our case studies. Compar-
isons also showed that BeeFlow brings much better usage
complexity and user time cost compared with manual approach
and similar results compared to existing commonly used
workflow tools.
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